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During the set pack execution, it took very little time to complete, but during the
analysis phase the results were much closer to the expected outcome, the usual
analysis needs being on-demand, however we were unable to find any additional
potential overruns in the clean set's certificate of completeness, meaning that ESET
would need to stay at its current Gold/Multi-Star rating for the time being. The RAP
repository has seen an explosion in numbers and activities of late, with faster and
more efficient tools to manually construct the clean test sets. This is to be expected,
as with the 10 test samples per day limit set for the WildList by its developers, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to add even a thousand samples to the clean set before
these tools are automated again, and many different ways of designing and analysing
these samples are discovered. The trojans file has added and dropped back in status
several times over the past few months, with its placement in the 15th of 20 WildList
sets in a particular build it added after the last of these and before the start of the
current RAP period. At the time of writing, it is now in position 8 out of 13, though I'm
not completely certain if this build is part of it. Trojans are never pleasant to use in a
product, even more so with Emsisoft's in-house rootkit detection. The usual caveat
applies - that it is far better to look for a Trojan as the first of Emsisoft's heuristics than
the last, for instance, as ESET has often found them in the later rather than in the
earlier stages of detection. This month's sample was added by a member to the
informal ESET Validation Team, and on the whole it was a very nasty little trojan,
combining some of the best characteristics of both the Mersh and Neurex tools we see
in the wild, and even adding a Trojan Sandbox to its repertoire.
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